Unisto Rondo M3 Metallic
An excellent all round badge

This is a name badge without corners. White name label can be exchanged within seconds, flood printing of the full surface is possible and very affective. On the Rondo M3 Metallic name badge there is sufficient space for really innovative and striking design ideas.
Unisto Rondo M3 Metallic

Product description

- One-piece name badge
- Suitable for all logos or advertising slogans in one or multicolour
- White name label with transparent discs for protection

Surfaces

Finely finished surface in silver or gold metallic. This badge can also be supplied in white and other colours.

Accessories

- Perforated name labels on A4 sheets
- Transparent discs for protection on A4 sheet

Packaging and despatch

Our name badges are blister packed in cartons, each layer is foam lined for scratch protection during transit.

Dimensions

- Badge size: 65 mm x 43 mm
- Window size: 46 mm x 8 mm
- Label size: 47,6 mm x 9,7 mm

Fastening systems

- Brooch pin
- Metal plate + magnetic bridge
- Patent clip
- Safety pin

Quantity per layer: 20 pieces